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many of these people are limited to free pc software, because of the limited sound channels of windows sound mixer. the best choice is to use virtual sound canvas, it's pretty good for midi input. the problem is it's pretty big and i haven't found a smaller version. it's also not very stable, but i guess it's a good alternative for pc only users. the gt
emulator is very good but it's not free for commercial use. one last option is to use the sc-88 pro hardware synth and the sc-55 emulator program, but i can't find any sound samples of it, so i don't know how good it is or not. the sc-88 pro is quite expensive though. i don't think it's possible to decode the virtual sound canvas sounds and then to play
them in the same way it's possible to play real sound canvas sounds, so the hardware sound canvas may be the only option you get for free. if you are looking for a hardware option to the virtual sound canvas, the most direct way would be to buy a sc-88 pro, but if you are looking for a free option, i recommend munt, it's almost identical to the
sc-88 and sc-88pro. the quality of the sounds is quite good, and the only problem is that the tempo of the sounds is a bit slow compared to the real sc-88 and sc-88 pro. you can also use a free sc-88 emulator, but i don't know how good it is. to develop the software, which is available at , roland's original vsc (virtual sound canvas) sound bank files
that support gs-1, gs-2, gs-3, etc. were used. however, the main differences are that vsc-mp1 is a multi-pack that can read multiple sound bank files, and a modified version of vsc-va (virtual sound canvas va) for vst. additionally, another sound bank file of vsc-mp1 that contains midi data of the gs-1 model sc-55 is also included in this package. the
download is a windows executable file, and then the soundbank for the sc-55 is included.
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Roland Sound Canvas is one of the most popular Roland GS products in the studio and home production market.It comes with over 1,000 high quality sounds (karaoke and accompaniment sounds), plus 64 different effects which can be tailored to suit individual user tastes. It even comes with a number of sound maps for the SC-88Pro and SC-88,
enhancing the sound with its authentic VST and DirectX technology. It can also control external analog and digital MIDI instruments and even work as a trigger input to the SC-88Pro. Key features include: 1,200+ high quality sound source with 64 effects Advanced Sound Editor Powerful built-in Editor Use sound maps provided by Roland Suitable for
use as a VST/AU plugin MIDI control in real-time Work with external analog and digital instruments Control external MIDI devices Capture sound from other audio devices Support for Sound Canvas skin and Player skin Available in 32-bit and 64-bit Windows versions Interface with the SC-88 series, SC-88 Pro, SC-88, SC-55, SC-66, VC-88, SC-PAD and
VC-PAD Requires Windows Vista or later Roland Virtual Sound Canvas is a high-quality music production application with professional audio tools and effects. Here are some of the additional features you can look forward to: Sound library loaded with more than 1,200 sounds (from samples to karaoke and accompaniment sounds) Create and edit

sound maps with Rolandâ€™s Sound Canvas Editor Powerful playback engine with Sound Canvas Player Extensive sound editing tools Suitable for use as a VST/AU plugin Control external analog and digital instruments Automation capabilities Sound input capture from audio sources other than MIDI MIDI control in real time Work with external MIDI
devices Capture sound from other audio devices Support for Sound Canvas skin and Player skin Available in 32-bit and 64-bit Windows versions Requires Windows Vista or later 5ec8ef588b
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